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Hello Mickey!
(A TPR song to greet the children with the puppet.)

• Start the class with the puppet and the Welcome
song (R-2). 

• Leave the puppet sitting on his box so he can
participate in the class.

Ring game
(An activity to present some animals.) 

• Take the children to the play area in the
classroom. Ask them to stand in a circle and
repeat the chant until the ring is complete. When
they have done this, sit on the floor with them
while you say: Let’s sit down.

• In L1, ask the children if they have pets and give
them some time to talk about them. Tell them
you have brought the pictures of two animals to
class. Invite them to guess what they are. When
they guess correctly, show them the flashcards
and ask the children if they would like to have
them as pets. Present them in English and stick
the cards on the board. Say: This is a (fish). This
is a (butterfly). The children repeat each word. 

Chant (p. 32)
(A chant to present fish and butterfly.) 

• Ask the children to go back to their seats. Show
them the flashcards of the fish and the butterfly,
say the words again and encourage the children
to repeat. 

• Present the chant using the CD/cassette and
your book. Encourage the children to listen and
focus on the scene. Say: Let’s listen! 

17 What’s this?

Look at this!

What’s this?

It’s a butterfly

A butterfly, a butterfly

It’s a butterfly

What’s this?

Look at this!

What’s this?

It’s a fish

A fish, a fish

It’s a fish

A fish and a butterfly.

A butterfly and a fish.

A fish and a butterfly.

A butterfly and a fish.

• Ask the helpers to hand out the books. Say:
Open your book, please! while you do the action
and show the children page 32 in your book.
Explain the scene in L1: Thumper is teaching
Bambi the names of some animals. Encourage
the children to identify them. 

• Play the chant three more times and do one of
the following activities each time: 1 The children
follow in their books and point to the butterfly
and the fish when they hear the words. Say:
Listen and point. 2 Stick the flashcards in
different parts of the classroom. The children
point to them when they hear the corresponding
words. Say: Listen and do. 3 Stop after the
chorus and encourage them to repeat the words.
Say: Listen and repeat.

Action game
(A game to consolidate the vocabulary.)

• Ask the children to mime being butterflies,
moving their arms up and down and pretending
they’re flying. Demonstrate the activity and say:
One, two, three. Let’s be a butterfly. Do the
same with the fish, telling the children to move
their arms as if they were swimming. Say: One,
two, three. Let’s be a fish. Repeat the activity
several times. 

• Finally, divide the class into two groups and
assign a role to each one. Group A is a butterfly
and group B a fish. Play the chant again and ask
the children to do the actions when their animal
is named. Say: Listen and do.

Goodbye Mickey!
(A TPR song to say goodbye to Mickey.)

• To end the class, play the Goodbye song (R-3)
and encourage the children to sing along. 
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5ANIMALS

LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES: 
To meet Bambi and his friend
Thumper through a chant. To
recognise and name some
animals. To develop motor skills
through TPR activities.  

TARGET LANGUAGE: 
Fish, butterfly.

REVISION: 
Colours.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE: 
What’s this?; Look at this!; It’s (a
butterfly).

EXTRA MATERIAL: 
The puppet. Flashcards of the
butterfly and fish. Blu-tack®. The
English mat.

NOTE:

Ask the children to bring one of
the following toy animals to the
next class: a rabbit, a fish, a
butterfly, a bird.
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32 Listen, point and chant.

UNIT

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Take the children to the play area in the classroom and ask them to sit in a circle. Say: Let’s sit down. Place the English mat in the centre
of the circle. Hand out the animal flashcards to two children and ask them to identify their flashcard. Ask: Fish? Butterfly? Tell them to
follow your instructions. Say: Show me the (fish). The child with this flashcard holds it up and repeats the word. Say: Put the fish on
blue. He or she puts the flashcard down on the appropriate square. Say: Fish - blue. Do the same with the rest of the flashcards. Repeat
the game until all the children have had a turn. 
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